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PROMOTE CHALLENGE-LED
DISCIPLINARY AND INTERDISCIPLINARY
RESEARCH
STRENGTHEN CAPACITY FOR RESEARCH,
INNOVATION AND KNOWLEDGE
EXCHANGE IN THE UK AND DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES THROUGH PARTNERSHIP WITH
UK RESEARCH AND RESEARCHERS
PROVIDE AN AGILE RESPONSE TO
EMERGENCIES WHERE THERE IS AN
URGENT RESEARCH NEED.

This guide has been collated in collaboration with
more than 150 global researchers and
practitioners in response to the question: ‘What will
enable sustained ethical action in global
research?’ From over 30 countries, across a wide
range of disciplines.

Ethical considerations are relevant at every stage
of a research journey. Global researchers have
identified a range of ethical issues that can
emerge. These have been distilled into key
questions to guide us in our day-to-day decisionmaking and action.

The ‘Doing Ethical Research Together’ project exists to strengthen
how we contribute to and enable ethical action in global research.
The project promotes a values-driven, solution-focussed and iterative
approach to ethics in global challenges research.

WHO HAS CONTRIBUTED SO FAR?
•

PSYCHOLOGY

•

BUSINESS

•

ART

•

ECONOMICS

•

NURSING

•

CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH STUDIES

•

SOCIOLOGY

•

EDUCATION

•

MEDICINE

•

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

•

ANTHROPOLOGY

•

MUSICOLOGY

•

AGRICULTURE

•

LITERATURE

•

AGRICULTURE & FOOD SECURITY

•

AFRICAN STUDIES

•

LAW

•

HISTORY

•

GEOGRAPHY

•

HEALTH

•

EDUCATION

•

ASIAN STUDIES

•

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

•

ENGINEERING

•

MIGRATION AND TOURISM

•

COUNSELLING

•

VETERINARY SCIENCE

•

POLICY

•

DIVINITY

•

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

•

LANGUAGES

•

GENDER STUDIES

•

SOCIAL & POLITICAL SCIENCE

•

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

•

ARCHAEOLOGY

•

MEDIA

•

HUMAN RIGHTS

•

GLOBAL HEALTH

•

NUTRITION

•

ETHICS LEADS

•

PROFESSIONAL /RESEARCH SUPPORT

SERVICES

STILL TO COME:
•

FUNDERS

Malawi

Zambia

Cameroon

South Africa

Brazil
Italy

Australia

India

Kenya

Burkina Faso
Costa Rica

Egypt

Uganda

Nigeria

Ghana
Senegal

Cote d'Ivoire
Turkey
Rwanda

Zimbabwe
Tanzania

Thailand
Rwanda

Botswana
Syria

China

United
States

Sri Lanka

Ethiopia
United
Kingdom

Chile

Countries represented so far....

Sweden

Gabon

PEOPLE
5 Workshops @ UoE
110 researchers in
global challenges
research, 33 countries
(5 continents), 39
different disciplines)

PRECEDENTS
Scoping review of
ethical issues in global
challenges research
2,272 papers identified
65 papers selected
PRINCIPLES
Review current
worldviews, value
systems, policies and
ethics regulations in
global challenges
research

Understanding ethics in global research: Our journey

Toolkit
Toolkit: First Draft

PLACE
16 in-place expert
group feedback
sessions in different
countries from 4
continents

An ethical worldview
Not simply a paperwork hurdle
Many challenges and dilemmas
Taking ethical action
Inspiration & Wisdom
Policy resources: precedent

A journey from research idea to legacy
A commitment to good practice

Place, people, principle, precedent
Case studies & sharing solutions
The evidence: Scoping review
Guidance for institutions

Universities and research
institutions can support
ethical practice in
global research by…

Reviewing current university policies and
practices – are they fit-for-purpose for projects
in complex contexts – are they agile,
contextual and solution-focussed?

Considering innovations and
breakthrough ideas for ethical research
practice – how can we engage our
expert global staff and partners, to
share wisdom – create a global
academic village?

Undertaking strategic planning and strategic
leadership - advocating for new paradigms
with funders, international research bodies
and other key stakeholders

Ethics and ethics governance should be seen
as an integral part of all stages of the research
journey, including ‘legacy issues’
Mid-project change or ‘unexpected events’
should not be seen as an exception or
necessarily as a sign of poor planning but an
expectable part of global research –
responsive systems needed to support
continued ethical action.
That there be encouragement AND
opportunity for researchers to speak up when
confronted with ethical challenges. Ethics
processes should explicitly have both an
approval and a support component
Ethics should be seen as bound by regulations
but also as contextual
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